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Abstract - DTN stands for Disruption/Delay Tolerant Network, which is a kind of wireless network that provides a 
promising solution to address issues in regions where at the relay time of the message, a contiguous path which is node-to- 
node, that links together they said sender and said receiver, doesn't persist. Such networks are sporadically linked mobile 
networks which are discontinuous wireless/radio networks. The end nodes have finite power or memory resources; hence 
network connectivity may not be available or lack continuously. Both nodes and corresponding links connecting them may 
have lasting disconnections and be inherently capricious. DTN provides assured data delivery as the intermediary nodes on 
the transmission path use Store and Forward technique (SFT). To execute the DTN framework, paths have to be established 
over several unreliable connected hops at regular interims. Even though flood-based schemes have an elevated delivery 
probability, they endure severe contention and consume heaps of energy, which can significantly deteriorate their 
performance. Moreover, proposed attempts to remarkably minimize the overhead of flood-based schemes have often been 
afflicted by large delays. Subsequently came the Spray & Wait scheme which “sprays” 'x' number of message copies in the 
lattice, and subsequently “waits” till any one of the nodes carrying the message copy meets the end-destination. This paper 
shows a change of the at present existing Binary Spray &Wait routing protocol where the spray/spritz phase has been 
tweaked. The test simulation results help us in conceding that this modification leads to higher probability of delivery and 
lower average latency and overhead ratio. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Intermittently connected mobile networks (ICMN) 
are basically mobile wireless/radio networks where 
for majority of time an entire path linking the source 
and the destination cannot be found, or a path that is 
highly discontinuous, unreliable and may break or 
change soon succeeding its discovery (or while it’s 
discovery). This situation arises when the network is 
quite scanty, in which case it should be conceived as 
an arrangement of isolated or disconnected, time-
varying clusters of nodes. 
Delay Tolerant Network is additionally known as 
Intermittently Connected Mobile Network [18, 19], 
that is, system where sustained delays can be very 
large and unpredictable. 
Nowadays DTN researches have gone from being a 
recessive research area to evolving into a mainstream 
research topic within networking in the previous ten 
years. Some great advancements have been 
accomplished in this zone. The capability to route or 
transport, data from sender or source to a receiver or 
destination is an underlying ability that all 
transmission networks should have. Disruption/ 
Delay tolerant network (DTN), is distinguished by 
dearth of connectivity and lack of contiguous 
instantaneous node-to-node paths [6].In these exigent 
communication environments like space, where the 
conventional internet does not work, popular ad hoc 
routing protocols like Dynamic source routing (DSR) 

and Ad hoc On-Demand Distance Vector (AODV) 
are unable to establish paths [2]. This is so as such 
protocols attempt to form an unmitigated route from 
source towards destination first, subsequently when 
the path is laid, then actual data is delivered. 
However, when immediate point-to-point courses are 
arduous or nearly unsustainable to construct, 
communication protocols should take a store and 
forward approach, in which data is transposed 
incrementally and stored in the whole network i.e. 
every node stores the messages in its buffer till a 
contiguity moment occurs with any other node and 
then conveys these messages to the said encountered 
node. So, DTN offers asynchronous relay or transfer 
in which random size messages are forwarded by 
source and saved by intermediary nodes (and possibly 
physically carried) till a satisfactory next node or the 
target destination becomes accessible to further 
convey the message. A delay-tolerant network is 
basically an overlay on surmounting an at present 
existing regional network. This overspread is known 
as bundle layer [3]. 
 
Bundles are also called messages and employ 
persistent or diligent storage to overcome network 
intrusions. Scalability and pliability are the benefits 
of utilizing this procedure. An extremely common 
method used to augment the probability of a message 
being successfully transferred is to replicate or 
reproduce numerous copies of said message such that 
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one will succeed in coming in contact with its 
destination or receiver [4]. DTN has to accumulate 
the messages in non-volatile/dependable memory 
when authentic delivery is necessary. Networks 
operating in extreme terrestrial, mobile environment 
or planned network in space are some paradigms of 
such sort of network. [1] 
 
DTN vision enforces a new framework for executing 
various routing protocols. Routing encompasses a 
progression of self-reliant, local relay decisions, on 
the basis of current connectivity information and 
some information of future connectivity. That is to 
say, here the node mobility needs to be put to use, 
conducive to carrying a message towards its 
destination from source. 
This is comparable to the work in [2]. However, there 
mobility is exploited in pursuance of improving 
capacity and proficiency, while here it is used to 
trounce the shortage of node-to-node connectivity. In 
spite of loads of already existing protocols, there isn’t 
any routing scheme or protocol that both is energy-
efficient (i.e. executes a meagre number of relays to 
deliver the message) and achieves low delivery 
delays. Alluding to this, in thefollowing paper we 
give introductionto a newfangled routing protocol 
called Spray and Wait+. 
 
The existing Spray & Wait protocol curtails the 
overall number of copies and relays per message sans 
trading off performance. Under meagre load, it gives 
an aftermath of much fewer transferals and relay of 
messages, which leads to comparable or smaller 
delays than flood-based schemes and under 
reasonable load, it yields remarkably fewer 
transmissions between the nodes and better delays 
than flood-based schemes. It is appreciably scalable, 
demonstrating predictable and good performance for 
substantial range of node densities, network sizes and 
connectivity levels. Thus, Spray & Wait was a major 
update as collated against flood based schemes. 
Theformatof the remaining paper is: Section 2 
explains related work where we go over extant related 
work and recapitulate our contribution. Section 
3gives details of suggested scheme. Section 4 
expounds used simulation setup. Section 5 explains 
the perceived simulation results. Section 6, ultimately 
culminates our paper [5]. 
 
II. RELATED WORK 
 
Albeit a notable amount of work exists on the DTN 
architecture [7], there hasn’t been a similar focus on 
DTN’s routing algorithms, mainly when it concerns 
to networks with “opportunistic” connectivity. This 
might be due to challenging network necessities. 
There are various different routing algorithms which 
have been proffered in DTN network in the recent 
few years such as Spray & Wait, Epidemic, Prophet 
and so on. Epidemic routing is a flood based scheme 

[11]. In such protocol, the message is cloned to each 
node metwhich does not already contain the message 
copy. A record of message IDs is also maintained by 
each node regarding what it is currently holding in its 
own buffer, called the Summary vector. On any 
occasion, two nodes encounter, they trade their 
Summary Vectors with one other. By matching their 
respective Summary Vectors, the nodes interchange 
data which they don’t currently have with themselves. 
Although Epidemic routing has a high rate of 
delivery, it presents an evident flaw which is 
bandwidth overhead and high resource usage 
throughout the whole network. 
To subjugate the weaknesses of Epidemic outlook, 
the Spray & Wait protocol was proposed. 
 
 
2.1 Source Spray and Wait 
This routing protocol spritz various number of copies 
of the message into the network, then interlude still 
one of these nodes conveys the message to the 
destination. It associates a number ’x’ to messages 
that stipulates the maximal permissible message 
copies.  It includes two phases, the former being the 
spray phase &the latter being the wait phase [7, 12]. 
In spray phase, for each message created at source 
node, ‘x’ message copies are initially bestrewn – 
conveyed by the source and possibly other nodes 
receiving a copy – to ‘x’ distinct “relays” [10]. 
In wait phase, stipulated that destination node was not 
detected in the former spray phase, every‘n’ node 
transmitting a message copy performs direct relay 
(i.e. will forward the message in the direction of end-
destination). 
Thus, Spray & Wait can be perceived as a bargain 
between single and multi-copy schemes. 
 
2.2 Binary Spray and Wait 
Binary Spray & Wait [7, 8] is the augmented model 
of Source Spray & Wait in where the source node ‘S’ 
at the outset, has ‘x’ number of message copies. 
When it initially encounters a node with zero copies, 
it gives [x/2] copies to that node and retains the 
remaining [x/2].This process is redone for both 
source and nodes that have x> 1 message copies, and 
when either is left with only one copy, it switches to 
the wait phase till the destination node has direct 
undeviating transference. It has fewer transmissions, 
delivery delay close to optimum, scalable regarding 
node density and/or size and requires low network 
knowledge [10]. 
 
 
III. SPRAY AND WAIT+ TO IMPROVE 
PERFORMANCE OF BINARY SPRAY AND 
WAIT PROTOCOL (SnW+) 
 
Binary Spray Wait(BSW) Routing protocol displays 
enhanced performance than Spray Wait routing 
protocol since message spreading in BSW is more 
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diversified, faster and instead of spritzing or spraying 
a large count of message copies near to source node, 
relay of the message copies is done far away from 
source node. Hence, probability of delivery of a 
message is enhanced. 
Now, we have modified Binary Spray Wait (BSW) 
Routing protocol by introducing two new functions 
as: 
1. firstTransmission() 
2. secondTransmission() 
 
We have named this protocol as Spray And 
Wait+(SnW+). 
 
Algorithm of SnW+ is as follows: 
 
Algorithm: SnW+ 
Variables: intnofCopies, cnt; 
 
nofCopies :At a distinct node,it holds the count of 
present message copies. 
cnt :This variable stores information about the 
transmission count of a node, if it’s the first 
transmission or the second. 
FirstTransmission() : If it is the first transmission of a 
message from this node, this method returns true, 
otherwise false. 
SecondTransmission() : If it is the second 
transmission of message signal from this node, this 
method returns true, otherwise false. 
 
Step 1:while(nofCopies !=1 ) 
{ /* loop will run until nOfCopiesat a particular node 
are more than 1*/ 
Step 1.1: Number of copies to be relayed by a node: 
if (FirstTransmission()) 
{ nofCopies = Math.ceil(nofCopies/4); 
cnt=0;       } 
else if (SecondTransmission()) 
{ nofCopies = Math.ceil(nofCopies/2); 
cnt=1;      } 
else 
{ nofCopies=nofCopies-1; 
cnt=2;      } 
 
Step 1.2: After successful relay: 
If (cnt = = 0) 
{ 
nofCopies= 3*nofCopies/4; 

} 
else If (cnt = = 1) 
{ 
nofCopies= nofCopies/2; 

} 
 
else 
{ 
nofCopies=1; 
} 
} 

 
Step 2: Wait for destination to encounter for direct 
message relay. 
 

 
Figure 1: Transmission in BSW 

 

 
Figure 2: Transmission in SnW+ 

 
The central concept is to convey messages in 
accordance to the following stated manner: relay L/4 
message copies to the first encountered node, relay 
L/2 message copies to the second node chanced upon 
and for the third node chanced upon, L/2-1 copies 
would be relayed, hence after three seriate 
transmissions, only one message copy remains with 
source node for itself. Now during Spray phase, there 
will not be more than three message transmissions 
allowed by a singular node. Then finally, during Wait 
phase only the last transmission, of message to direct 
destination will be done 
Thus, on comparing the above two figures 1 & 2, it is 
observed that in SnW+ the spreading or distribution 
of message copies is, by far more diversified (more 
near Destination node) than in BSW where the 
spreading or distribution is majorly concentrated 
around source node. Ergo, it is envisioned that ratio 
of overhead, latency and ratio of delivery of SnW+ 
will be improved by using this altered version of 
spray phase i.e. MBSW routing protocol. 
 
IV. SIMULATION SETUP 
 
For implementing the DTN vision, ONE simulator is 
used. ONE stands for Opportunistic Network 
Environment[9], this simulator presents a real time 
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running environment to effectuate various types of 
routing algorithms that have been proffered for DTN. 
The operational framework of this working 
environment is described as below. 
To juxtapose and assess the performance of three 
protocols, a city scenario has been considered, whose 
area is 4500 X 3400. There are a 30 nodes in total 
which have been segregated into 6 groups. Group1 
contains 8 nodes and is the pedestrians group, group2 
also contains 8 nodes and is an automobile group. 
Group3 contains 8 nodes and is group 1 repeated, i.e. 
again the pedestrians group. Groups 4, 5 & 6 consist 
of trams which contain 2 nodes each. Nodes of 
groups 1, 2 & 3 havesize of their buffer as 9MB, so 
do nodes of groups 4, 5 &6. Pedestrian’s nodes have 
a speed of 0.6 – 1.6 m/s and 0 – 130 seconds of 
waiting time;tram nodes have a speed of8– 10 km/h 
and 10 – 40 secondsof waiting time, and automobile 
nodes have a pace of 11–15 km/h and 0–125 seconds 
of waiting time. Interval time between message 
generation is about 30- 40 seconds. Default message 
TTL value (Time To Live) is taken to be 300 
minutes. The simulation time period is taken to be 
500000sec, it is equalto 139 Hours (or 5 days). In a 
condition wherebuffer overflows, nodes of all groups 
will not accept any message until some messages are 
delivered and then deleted from node buffer.  High 
speed long range interfaces and Bluetooth techniques 
are used for the above stated groups. Bluetooth 
interface is for all groups and has a 
maximalbandwidth channel capacity of 2Mbps and a 
maximaltransmission range of 10m. High speed long 
range interface is only for the 4thgroup and has a 
maximalbandwidth channel capacity of 4.5Mbps and 
a maximaltransmission range of 30m[5]. 
 
V. RESULTS 
 
5.1 Effect of Varying TTL 
(1) In figure 3, SnW+ gives augmented ratioof 
delivery in nearly all the cases as collated against 
Binary SnW. As TTL increases, the messages will 
stay for a longer time in the node buffer and get more 
relay opportunities, thus the delivery probability 
increases. Moreover, as message spritzing is more 
diversified in SnW+, it surpasses SW in most of the 
cases. 

 
Figure 3: Variation of Delivery probability with varying 

message TTL 

(2) In figure 4, SnW+ has less Overhead Ratio as 
compared to Binary SnW. As TTL increases, a 
greater count of message copies are spread near to the 
destination, hence messages transmitted to the 
destination will be more. Since SnW+ delivers more 
messages to the destination as compared to SW its 
overhead ratio is smaller as compared to SW. 
 

 
Figure 4: Variation of Overhead Ratio with varying message 

TTL 
 
(3)  In figure 4, SnW+ has lower Average Latency 
over Binary SnW in majority of the cases. It is 
because since in Binary SnW the spritzing is more 
concentrated near the source, messages may be 
relayed late to the destination. 
 

 
Figure 5: Variation of Latency with varying message TTL 

 
5.2 Effect of Varying Buffer Size 
 
(1) In figure 6, SnW+ gives better ratio of delivery in 
predominance as collated against Binary SnW. This is 
by causeof message spreading, which in SnW+ is 
more diversified and faster. However, as the capacity 
of the buffer increases the buffer constraint is 
discarded and SnW+ starts to deliver more messages. 
 
(2) In figure 4, SnW+ has remarkably less Overhead 
Ratio over Binary SnW. This is because SnW+ 
purges the redundant messages and as simulation 
results stipulate, copies of each message are much 
less than Binary Spray & Wait. 
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Figure 6: Variation of Delivery probability with varying 

message Buffer size 

 
Figure 7: Variation of Overhead Ratio with varying message 

Buffer size 
 
(3)  In figure 8, SnW+ has lower Average Latency 
over Binary SnW in majority of the cases. The reason 
for this shorter average delay is, as the capacity of  
bufferincreases, the count of message copies that a 
node can store, correspondingly increases and since 
in SnW+ the spraying is more concentrated near the 
destination, so message delivery is faster, resulting in 
shorter average delay. 

 
Figure 8: Variation of Latency with varying message Buffer 

size 
 

CONCLUSION 
 
We introduce Spray and Wait+ routing protocol, an 
enhanced version of the Binary SnW routing 

algorithm regarding opportunistic networks. It 
reduces overhead, average latency and there is a 
notable increase in the probability value of delivery 
of message. In SnW+, spray phase has been modified 
so that any node is permitted to relay message copies 
to only three nodes, those which already do not 
possess any copy. In the initial relay of any message, 
a node sends one fourth of message copies towards 
the first encountered node and retains remaining three 
fourth of message copies. During the second 
transmission, the node transfers a half of remaining 
message copies and then in the final transmission, it 
keeps one copy with itself and relays the remaining 
copies of said message to the next node it meets, 
finally going into wait phase. Node will keep a copy 
of the message, preserved inside its buffer up till it 
finds end-destination node for direct transmission or 
its TTL expire. The cause behind this enhanced spray 
phase is to achieve more diversified spreading of the 
message in the network which is far from the source 
node and probably near to the destination [5]. 
Simulation results affirm enhanced performance of 
SnW+ over Binary SnW and SnW, according to the 
following parameters: ratio of delivery, average 
latency together with overhead ratio. 
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